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Abstract 
Emerson, T., Relativizations of the P=?NP question over the reals (and other ordered rings), 
Theoretical Computer Science 133 (1994) 15522. 
We investigate some possible inclusion relations between complexity classes in relativized versions 
of the Blum-Shub-Smale model of computation over an ordered ring R. Specifically, we construct 
oracles A, B and C such that PA =NPA, PB#NPB and NPC#coNPC. 
1. Introduction 
Some of the most fundamental and challenging problems in the classical theory of 
computation concern the inclusion relations between the complexity classes P, NP, 
and coNP. In [l], Baker et al. showed that it was possible to construct relativized 
versions of these problems in which certain conjectured inclusion relations hold, and 
other relativized versions in which these relations do not hold. In particular, they 
demonstrated the existence of recursive oracles A. B and C such that 
PA = NPA, PB # NPB, NPC # coNPC. 
These results are generally regarded as indicative of the difficulty of such problems 
_ in particular, of the difficulty of the P=?NP problem. Since diagonalization 
techniques of the sort often used to attack complexity problems would apply to the 
relativized versions of the problems, independent of the oracle by which the 
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relativization was defined, the construction of relativized versions with different 
answers to the P =? NP question shows that such techniques cannot be used to resolve 
this question. 
Recently Blum et al. [2] have posed the question of the relation between complexity 
classes PR and NP, in their model of computation over an arbitrary ordered ring R. 
Since the question PR =? NPR is as central - and possibly as difficult - in this model as 
in the standard model, it is natural to ask whether relativized versions of these 
problems can be constructed which have different answers to this question. In this 
paper we answer that question in the affirmative by demonstrating the construction in 
the BSS model of oracles analogous to those described above. 
2. Preliminaries 
Our model of computation will be an extension of that defined by Blum et al. [2]; 
computations are performed by BSS machines with oracle nodes (as well as the 5 types 
of node defined in [2]). An oracle node is a branch node in which the machine can 
make a decision based on the membership of some element XE R” in the oracle set. If 
the oracle nodes in a machine M query the oracle set A, we will denote that by writing 
M as MA. We will sometimes wish to refer to such a machine independently of 
a particular oracle set, in which case we will write it as M ~. 
We will restrict our attention to decision machines with oracle over an ordered ring 
R; that is, BSS machines with oracle over R” that halt on all inputs, and whose output 
is either 1 (ACCEPT) or 0 (REJECT). 
We assume an encoding of decision machines over R” by elements of R” (e.g., as 
specified in [2], with a straightforward extension for encoding oracle nodes). The 
encoding of M- will be denoted by e(M-). (Note that the encoding of a query node 
~ and hence of a BSS machine with oracle - is independent of the oracle set to be 
queried.) 
The A-recursive decision function computed by MA we denote by $M~, so that 
4Ma : R” -+{O, l}. 
We shall be concerned in particular with the complexity classes Pi and NP;, that is, 
the classes of languages over R accepted by deterministic and (respectively) non- 
deterministic polynomial-time decision machines with oracle A. For instance, Pi is 
defined by the requirement that, for any MAgPi there exists a polynomial pM~ such 
that, for any x=(x1,x2, . ..)ER”. 
(where the value of the length function, 1x1, is defined as the least nonnegative integer 
k such that j> k implies xj=O). 
The cost function used in our model will be identical to that defined in [2], with the 
following extension for oracle machines: the cost of a query to the oracle about an 
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element XE R” equals 1x1. Thus in this model the cost of an operation is independent of 
the magnitude of the operands (but not of their lengths). 
The following simple consequences of the definitions are used in the next 
section. 
Remark 2.1. (i) If LEP~, P~GP~. 
(ii) If L is NP$complete, NP; E Pk. 
3. PR = NPR, relativized 
In this section we demonstrate the existence of an oracle A such that Pi = NP:. Our 
construction is essentially identical to that described in [l]. 
Notation 3.1. (i) If x1, x2, . . . . xk~Rm, then x1*x2*...*xk=(1, xi, 1,x:, 1, . . . . xl’,,,, 
2, x:, 2, x:, . . ., k x;rq, O,O, . . .)ER~. Note that xi can be extracted from x1 *x2 *...*xk 
in time linear in /x1 *x2 * ... * xk I. 
(ii) If UER”, then a” =(a, a, . . ., a, 0, 0, . . .) (i.e., a is repeated n times). 
Definition 3.2. If X E R”, we define 
K(X)={l”*e(MX)*y: MXrzNP; and MX accepts y in bn steps}. 
Theorem 3.3. (i) K(X) is NP$complete. 
(ii) Pi=NPi ifund only ifly(X)~P$. 
Proof. (i) To see that K(X)eNP$, note that the following computation accepts K(X): 
extract n, e(M), and y from l”*e(M)*y (which can be done in linear time), and then 
use the universal machine with oracle X to simulate the computation of MX on (y, y’) 
(where y’ is the “guess”) for n steps; accept 1” *e(M) * y if ( y, y’) is accepted in <n steps. 
To see that K(X) is NP$hard, suppose SENP~ and S is accepted by Mg. Define 
&(y)= lPM(lJi)*e(M)*y. 
Clearlyfis computable in polynomial time. Also, YES iff M,X accepts y iff Mi accepts 
y in time <pM(IyI) iff lpM(lyl) * e(M) * ye K (X). Hence S is polynomial-time reducible 
to K(X), i.e., K(X) is NP$hard. 
(ii) We have just shown that K(X)ENP~, so if Pi=NPi then KEPT. Con- 
versely, if K(A)EP& then PE(‘)GP~ by Remark 2.1 (i). And since K(X) is NP$ 
complete, NP; G P’(X) by Remark 2.1 (ii). We can then conclude NP$ E Pi, so 
P;=NP;. 0 
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Theorem 3.4. There is an oracle A such that Pi = NP$. 
Proof. We will construct a set AG R” such that A=K(A). Define a sequence of sets 
Ao, ‘41, . . . by 
A n+l=A,“{l”*e(M)*y:MAnENP~n and MA” accepts y in dn steps}. 
Let A=U,“=,A,. We claim that A=K(A). Suppose x= l”*e(M)*y~A; by construc- 
tionxEA,+l. It suffices to show that the computation of MA” on input y is the same as 
the computation on MA on input y. But since XEA,+ 1, MA” accepts y in at most 
n steps; therefore any element MA” queries on input y can have length at most n. But 
clearly all the elements of A-A,, have length at least n + 2; hence the computation of 
MA on y is the same as the computation of MA” on y. Hence A=K(A). 
Now since AEP~, K(A)EP& which by Theorem 2 implies Pi=NPi. 0 
4. PR # NPR, relativized 
In this section we construct an oracle B such that Pg#NP:. 
Definition 4.1. The (left) shif operator O: R” +R r is defined as follows: if XER”, 
x=(x,, x2, x3, . . . ), then 0(x)=(x1, x3, . ..). 
Remark 4.2. For any X, YC R” and fixed positive integer k, if YEP$ then 
a”( Y)ENP$. In particular, ~(X)ENP~. 
Definition 4.3. A decision machine M- . IS said to be a uniformly polynomial time 
decision machine (uptdm) if there is a polynomial pw such that for any oracle X and 
input ye R” we have cMMx (y) < pM( 1 y I). That is, there exists a polynomial bound for the 
cost of a computation by MX which is independent of the choice of oracle X. 
Definition 4.4. The class of sets recognized by uniformly polynomial-time decision 
machines with oracle X is denoted by UPS. 
Theorem 4.5. If MX is a polynomial-time decision machine, there exists a uniformly 
polynomial-time decision machine N- such that 4MX = c$~x. 
Proof. Given any oracle set U and input x, the program for N” proceeds as follows: 
execute the computation of M” for at most pMX(lxl) steps. If M” terminates in that 
time, let the output of NL’ be the same as that of M”; otherwise, output REJECT and 
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stop. It is clear that, no matter what the oracle set U is, the cost of any computation 
performed by N” is bounded by O(p,x( 1x1)) ( we are of course using the fact that the 
cost of computing P~X( 1x1) is 0( 1x1). Furthermore, if U = X, then 4N~= 4M~. q 
Corollary 4.6. For any set X, Pg = UP;. 
Notation4.7. IfxERm,x=(x1,x2,xg ,... ),then IIx/I=max{Ixi/:i=l,2 ,..., IX/}. 
Definition 4.8. If M- is a uptdm with oracle and XER”, we define 
k(M; x) =max { /I y I/ : for some oracle set X, MX queries X about y on input x> 
(by convention, we set k(M-, x)= 0 if M- never makes any queries when given 
input x). 
Note that the existence of a uniform polynomial bound ~~(1x1) for the length of 
a computation by M- implies that k(M -, x) is well defined. 
Up to this point (including the construction of the oracle A in the last section), we 
have made no assumptions about R except that it be an ordered ring. Until further 
notice, however, we will assume that R is an arckimedean ring - i.e., that the positive 
integers comprise a cofinal subset of R in the ring ordering. (This assumption is of 
course true in the case where R is the set of real numbers.) Note that the ceiling or 
greatest-integer function r 1 is defined on all of R as a consequence of this assumption. 
Theorem 4.9. There is an oracle B suck that P:#NP:. 
Proof. For k=O, 1, . . define 
I,={c(ER? cc=e(M-) for some uptdm M- and k=r k(M-,a) I}. 
Note that the encoding of each uptdm M- is contained in one (and only one) Zk, since 




Xj={(j+ 1, c(): aelj and MB’(a)= REJECT for e(M-)=a}. 
We now claim that ~(B)ENP:-PB,. By Remark 4.2, a(B)eNPi. 
To show that a(B)$P:, by Corollary 4.6 it suffices to show that o(B)$UPi. 
Suppose that there is some uniformly polynomial-time decision machine M- that 
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recognizes a(B); let c( = e(M-) and k =r h(M-, a) 1. Following a standard diagonaliz- 
ation argument we now ask: is coca? 
Note that, by the construction of B, for r to be a member of a(B), there must be 
a unique 1 such that (I, CI)EB; and furthermore we must have I= k + 1. 
Hence, 
aEo(B)*(k+ l,cc)~B 
=,MBk(cc) = REJECT 
*MB@) = REJECT 
Here the next-to-last implication follows from the fact that, for any element 
(j, /I)EB-&, we must have j> k= h(M-, 2); hence the computation of MB on input 
CI must be the same as the computation of MBk on input a.) Likewise, we can show that 
cc$a(B) =-Ada. Hence there is no uniformly polynomial-time decision machine 
over R that recognizes a(B), so a(B)$Pi. 0 
Remark 4.10. One of the referees has pointed out that the construction in 
Theorem 4.5 does not depend in any significant way on the fact that the cost bound is 
polynomial, and that thus the result of Theorem 4.9 can be generalized considerably; 
for instance, it is possible to construct an oracle E such that NP”, is not contained in 
EXP:. For details, see [3]. 
5. NPR # coNP,, relativized 
In this section we construct an oracle C such that NPg#coNP$. We are still 
assuming that R is archimedean. 
Theorem 5.1. There is an oracle C such that NP$#coNP$. 
Proof. Since this construction is quite similar to that of the previous section, we will 
simply sketch the steps to be followed. 
As we did in the case of deterministic polynomial-time decision machines, we can 
define uniformly polynomial-time nondeterministic decision machines (uptndm), and, for 
any oracle X, the class of sets recognized by such machines, UNP;, and show that 
NPg=UNPi. Likewise, for any uptndm M- and x, yeR”, we can define h(M-,x, y) 
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as before. Define the sets 
CO=& Cj= U Y, forj=1,2,..., C=UCj, 
k<j j 
where 
Y,=((k+ 1, a): cc=e(M-) for some uptndm M-, a$ck, 
and 38 such that MCk(a, fl)=ACCEPT, and k=r h(M-, a, 8) 1> 
Now, by Remark 4.2, ~(C)ENP$; and a diagonalization argument as in the proof of 
the last theorem shows that ~(c)$coNP$. 0 
6. The non-archimedean case and the Axiom of Choice 
In the preceding two sections, we have assumed that R is an archimedean ring; in 
this section we indicate how the oracles B and C can be defined if we do not make this 
assumption and take R to be an arbitrary ordered ring (for details of this construction, 
see [3]). 
To do so, however, we require the Axiom of Choice (AC) ~ specifically, AC in the 
form known as the Well-Ordering Axiom. Recall that a well-ordering of a set X is 
a linear order o on X such that every non empty subset of X has a least element under 
Q. (For instance, the positive integers, under the usual ordering, are well-ordered; the 
real numbers, under the usual coding, are not). The Well-Ordering Axiom (WO) is the 
assertion that every set can be well-ordered. It is well-known that WO is equivalent to 
AC. 
To define the oracles B and C in the case where R is non-archimedean, we may 
proceed as follows: 
(i) invoke WO to well-order R; call this ordering o ; 
(ii) redefine the function h so that the maximum is taken with respect to o ; 
(iii) redefine the sets X,, Ik, Bk, Yk, Ck to be indexed by all elements of R, ordered 
under o . 
The Principle of Transfinite Induction ensures that these sets are well-defined; the 
rest of the proofs carry over from the archimedean case. Of course this is a highly 
nonconstructive procedure, due to its dependence on the well-ordering. 
We close by mentioning several open questions: Since the construction of the oracle 
A did not require AC, it is natural to ask if the oracles B and C in the non- 
archimedean case can be constructed without recourse to this axiom. Do the inclusion 
relations between relativized complexity classes ever depend on the cardinality of the 
ring? What happens to these relations if we take the underlying model of set theory to 
be one in which the Axiom of Choice fails to hold? Is it perhaps even possible that 
such relations might imply AC? 
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